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This presentation is similar to any other legal 
education materials designed to provide general 
information on pertinent legal topics. The 
statements made as part of the presentation are 
provided for educational purposes only. They do not 
constitute legal advice nor do they necessarily 
reflect the views of Holland & Hart LLP or any of its 
attorneys other than the speaker. This presentation 
is not intended to create an attorney-client 
relationship between you and Holland & Hart LLP. If 
you have specific questions as to the application of 
law to your activities, you should seek the advice of 
your legal counsel.



WRITTEN MATERIALS:
POLICIES AND FORMS 
 Privacy policy
Breach notification policy
Notice of privacy practices
Business associate agreement (“BAA”)
Authorization
Request to access info
Request to amend info
Accounting of disclosures
Others
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WRITTEN MATERIALS:
ARTICLES
 HIPAA Enforcement:  Lessons from OCR’s Written 

Settlements
 Checklist for Covered Entities
 Checklist for BAAs
 Checklist for Authorizations
 Checklist for Notice of Privacy Practices
 Disclosures to Family Members
 Disclosures to Law Enforcement
 Disclosure per Court Orders and Subpoenas
 Records of Deceased Persons
 Identifying Business Associates
 Psychotherapy Notes
 Responding to Breaches
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HEALTH INSURANCE PORTABILITY AND 
ACCOUNTABILITY ACT (“HIPAA”)

45 CFR 164
– .500:  Privacy Rule (2003)
– .300:  Security Rule (2005)
– .400:  Breach Notification Rule (2010)

HITECH Act
–Modified HIPAA
– Implemented by HIPAA Omnibus Rule 

(2013)
No new regulations since 2013, but has 

been guidance, litigation, and 
settlements.



REMEMBER OTHER LAWS

HIPAA preempts less 
restrictive laws.
Comply with more 

restrictive law, e.g.,
– Federally assisted 

substance use disorder 
programs (42 CFR part 2)

– Others?
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PRELIMINARIES

HIPAA preempts less restrictive state laws; 
more restrictive state laws apply.

– HIPAA establishes the floor to patient privacy.
– Beware more restrictive state or federal laws.

Montana law 
– MCA 50-16-501 et seq., applies to providers who 

are not covered by HIPAA.
– MCA 50-18-801 et seq. applies to providers who are 

covered by HIPAA.



1.  COVID WAIVERS—NOT!

HIPAA privacy rule still applies despite COVID.
– Generally may not disclose without—
 Patient’s or personal rep’s authorization, or
 HIPAA exception, e.g.,

– Treatment, payment or authorizations
– To avert serious and imminent threat of 

harm
– Required by law
– To public health agency

– Some flexibility re
 Telehealth technology
 Disclosures to first responders
 Community-based testing sites
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HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/HIPAA/FOR-
PROFESSIONALS/SPECIAL-TOPICS/HIPAA-
COVID19/INDEX.HTML
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EMPLOYMENT TESTS OR 
TREATMENT
 HIPAA generally applies to employment tests, screening, 

drug tests, school physicals, independent medical exams 
(“IME”), etc.  

– Obtain patient’s authorization to disclose before 
providing service.

– Provider may condition exam on authorization.
– Employer may condition employment on 

authorization.
(65 FR 82592 and 82640)
 Generally may not use PHI obtained in capacity as 

healthcare provider for employment-related decisions.
(67 FR 53191-92)
 Possible exceptions:

– Disclosure to avoid serious and imminent threat of 
harm.

– Disclosures required by OSHA, MSHA, etc.
– Workers compensation



2.  INCREASED ENFORCEMENT 
OVER PAST YEAR
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Settlement Facts
$202,400 Health dept failed to terminate ex-employee’s access; 498 persons affected

$1,000,000 Aetna had 3 breaches:  (i) PHI disclosed through web searches; (ii) HIV info visible 
through envelopes; (iii) tx visible on envelope; 18,000+ persons

$6,850,000 Cyberattackers used phishing e-mail to access records of 10.4 million persons

$2,300,000 Hacker accessed business associate’s data of 6.12 million persons; FBI had warned

$1,500,000 Hacker accessed records of 208,557 persons affected

$1,040,000 Unencrypted laptop stolen from business associate; 20,431 persons affected

$25,000 FQHC disclosed records of 1,263 to unknown e-mail account

$100,000 GI practice dispute with business associate led to breach of 3,000 persons

$65,000 Ambulance company loses unencrypted laptop; 500 persons affected

$2,175,000 Hospital failed to do breach notice after sent info to wrong patients; 557 persons

$1,600,000 Texas commission’s info of 6,617 persons available on internet

$3,000,000 Theft of unencrypted laptop and loss of unencrypted USB

$2,150,000 Hospital system lost records of paper records of 2,000+, but failed to timely report

$10,000 Dental practice disclosed PHI in responding to social media post



INCREASED ENFORCEMENT:
RIGHT TO ACCESS INITIATIVE
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Settlement Facts
$25,000 Psychiatric group failed to provide records despite requests and prior OCR 

guidance; claimed records contained psychotherapy notes
$100,000 Neurology practice failed to provide complete records despite repeated 

requests
$160,000 Hospital failed to provide complete records despite repeated requests
$38,000 HIV/AIDS clinic failed to provide records despite prior guidance from OCR
$15,000 Multi-specialty clinic failed to provide records despite requests
$3,500 Small psych practice failed to provide records despite prior OCR guidance
$10,000 Psych practice failed to provide records to personal rep despite OCR guidance
$70,000 SUD provider failed to provide personal representative with records
$85,000 Provider failed to provide records to 3rd party in format and overcharged 

despite OCR guidance
$85,000 Hospital failed to provide mother with records of unborn child despite 

repeated requests
$15,000 Physician failed to provide access despite multiple requests.



HIPAA CIVIL PENALTIES

Conduct Penalty
Did not know and should not have known of 
violation

• $119* to $59,522* per violation
• Up to $25,630* per type per year
• No penalty if correct w/in 30 days 
• OCR may waive or reduce penalty

Violation due to reasonable cause • $1,191* to $59,522* per violation
• Up to $102,522* per type per year
• No penalty if correct w/in 30 days
• OCR may waive or reduce penalty

Willful neglect,  
but correct w/in 30 days

• $11,904* to $59,522* per violation
• Up to $256,305* per type per year
• Penalty is mandatory

Willful neglect,
but do not correct w/in 30 days

• At least $59,522* per violation
• Up to $1,754,698* per type per year
• Penalty is mandatory

(45 CFR 102.3, 160.404; 85 FR 2879)



AVOIDING HIPAA CIVIL PENALTIES

 Have required policies 
and safeguards in 
place.
 Execute business 

associate agreements.
 Train personnel and 

document training.
 Respond immediately 

to mitigate and correct 
any violation.
 Timely report breaches 

if required.

No “willful neglect” = 
No penalties if 
correct violation 
within 30 days.

You can likely avoid HIPAA civil penalties if you:



ADDITIONAL CONSEQUENCES 
OF HIPAA VIOLATIONS
 State attorney general can bring lawsuit.

– $25,000 fine per violation + fees and costs
 In future, individuals may recover percentage of 

penalties.
Must sanction employees who violate HIPAA.
Must self-report breaches of unsecured 

protected health info
– To affected individuals.
– To HHS.
– To media if breach involves > 500 persons.

 Possible lawsuits by affected individuals or 
others.
 Compromise of health data…



MONTANA LAW

 Violations of MCA 50-16-801 et seq.
– Damages from private lawsuit
– $5,000 if violation results from willful or grossly 

negligent conduct
– Costs and attorneys fees



3. CYBERSECURITY



10/29/20:  HHS/FBI WARNING “IMMINENT 
THREAT” TO HEALTHCARE INDUSTRY
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HTTPS://US-CERT.CISA.
GOV/NCAS/ALERTS/AA20-302A 
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HTTPS://WWW.JUSTICE.GOV/CRIMIN
AL-CCIPS/FILE/872771/DOWNLOAD 

1. Best practices for 
protecting your network
• Educate personnel
• Preventative measures
• Business continuity

2. Suggestions for 
responding to ransomware

3. Law enforcement 
assistance



HTTPS://WWW.PHE.GOV/PREPAREDNESS/PLAN
NING/405D/DOCUMENTS/HICP-MAIN-508.PDF 

Top 5 Cyberthreats to Healthcare 
Industry
1. E-mail phishing attacks
2. Ransomware attacks
3. Loss or theft of equipment or 

data
4. Insider, accidental or 

intentional data loss
5. Attacks against connected 

medical devices that may 
affect patient safety

• Best practices
• Sample Forms
• Resources





HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/ABOUT/AGE
NCIES/ASA/OCIO/HC3/INDEX.HTML 



HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/SITES/DEFAULT
/FILES/RANSOMWAREFACTSHEET.PDF

According to OCR, ransomware attack 
is a presumptive HIPAA breach 
requiring:
• Investigation
• Notice to

• Individuals
• HHS
• Media, if > 500 persons

• Fallout from govt investigation and 
adverse PR
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4. HIPAA SECURITY RULE
Risk assessment
 Implement 

safeguards.
– Administrative
– Technical, 

including 
encryption

– Physical
 Execute business 

associate 
agreements.

(45 CFR 164.300-.314)

Protect ePHI:
Confidentiality
 Integrity
Availability



RISK ASSESSMENT

Requirement

 Must conduct and document 
an accurate and thorough 
assessment of the potential 
risks and vulnerabilities to 
the confidentiality, integrity, 
and availability of ePHI. 

(45 CFR 164.308(a)(1))

 Ongoing process.

Elements

 Scope includes all ePHI in any 
format, including hard drives, 
portable media, mobile 
devices, servers, transmission, 
storage, networks, etc.

 Track flow of ePHI
 Identify threats and 

vulnerabilities
 Asses current security 

measures
 Assess likelihood of threat
 Determine level of risk
 Confirm and implement plan



HTTPS://WWW.HEALTHIT.GOV/TOPIC/PRIVACY-
SECURITY-AND-HIPAA/SECURITY-RISK-
ASSESSMENT-TOOL



SAFEGUARDS
45 CFR 164.308 - .314

Administrative 
Safeguards

Physical 
Safeguards

Technical
Safeguards

Standards

Implementation
Specifications

• Required
•Addressable

Standards Standards

Implementation
Specifications

• Required
•Addressable

Implementation
Specifications

• Required
•Addressable



HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/HIPAA/FOR-
PROFESSIONALS/SECURITY/GUIDANCE/INDEX.
HTML
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HTTPS://WWW.HEALTHIT.GOV/TOPIC/PRIVACY-
SECURITY-AND-HIPAA/HEALTH-IT-PRIVACY-AND-
SECURITY-RESOURCES-PROVIDERS



TOP SECURITY ISSUES

 Install and update firewalls, security software, 
etc.
 Train employees concerning phishing schemes

– Recognizing phishing
– Beware external e-mails

 Backup data
 Secure devices, including mobile devices

– Limit data on devices
– Encryption
– Strong passwords
– Remote wipes

 Completely delete or destroy ePHI before 
retiring devices
 Others
31



COMMUNICATING BY E-MAIL OR TEXT

General rule:  must be secure, i.e., encrypted.
 To patients:  may communicate via unsecure e-

mail or text if warned patient and they choose 
to receive unsecure.

(45 CFR 164.522(b); 78 FR 5634)

 To providers, staff or other third parties:  must 
use secure platform.

(45 CFR 164.312; CMS letter dated 12/28/17)

 Orders:  Medicare Conditions of Participation 
and Conditions for Coverage generally prohibit 
texting orders. 

(CMS letter dated 12/28/17)



5. PERMISSIBLE DISCLOSURES 
WITHOUT AUTHORIZATION
Must have:
Disclosure for treatment, payment and 

healthcare operations
Disclosures to family members and others 

involved in patient’s care if patient doesn’t 
object
 Exceptions for public safety and govt 

functions
HIPAA compliant authorization
(45 CFR 164.502-.512)
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TREATMENT, PAYMENT OR 
HEALTHCARE OPERATIONS
May use/disclose PHI without patient’s 

authorization for your own:
– Treatment;
– Payment; or 
– Health care operations.

May disclose PHI to another covered entity for 
other entity’s:

– Treatment;
– Payment; or
– Certain healthcare operations if both have 

relationship with patient.
 Exception:  psychotherapy notes.

– Requires specific authorization for use by or 
disclosures to others.

(45 CFR 164.506. 164.508 and 164.522)
Don’t agree to restrictions!



FAMILY AND 
PERSONS INVOLVED IN CARE
May/must disclose to personal representatives.
May use or disclose PHI to family or others 

involved in patient’s care or payment for care:
– If patient present, may disclose if:
 Patient agrees to disclosure or has chance to 

object and does not object, or
 Reasonable to infer agreement from 

circumstances.
– If patient unable to agree, may disclose if:
 Patient has not objected; and
 You determine it is in the best interest of patient.

– Limit disclosure to scope of person’s involvement.
 Applies to disclosures after the patient is deceased.
(45 CFR 164.510)



HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/SITES/DEFAULT/FILES
/PROVIDER_FFG.PDF
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EXCEPTIONS FOR PUBLIC HEALTH 
OR GOVERNMENT FUNCTIONS
 Another law requires disclosures
 Disclosures to prevent serious and imminent harm.
 Public health activities
 Health oversight activities
 Judicial or administrative proceedings

– Court order or warrant
– Subpoenas

 Law enforcement
– Must satisfy specific requirements

 Workers compensation
(45 CFR 164.512)

Ensure you 
comply with 
specific 
regulatory 
requirements



MARKETING 

 Generally need authorization if communication is 
about a product or service that encourages recipient 
to purchase or use product or service except:

– To describe product or service provided by the 
covered entity,

– For treatment of patient, or
– For case management, care coordination, or to 

direct or recommend alternative treatment, 
therapies, providers, or setting,

unless covered entity receives financial 
remuneration from third party for making the 
communication.

(45 CFR 164.501 and .508(a)(3))



MARKETING = COMMUNICATION ABOUT PRODUCT 
OR SERVICE THAT ENCOURAGES RECIPIENT TO 
PURCHASE OR USE PRODUCT OR SERVICE . 

• Face to face 
communication
• Promotional 
gift of nominal 

value

Marketing 
Communication

Authorization 
needed

• Treatment 
• Healthcare operations
• Describe covered entity’s 
own products or services

Financial 
remuneration 
received for 

communication



MINIMUM NECESSARY STANDARD

 Cannot use or disclose more PHI than is reasonably 
necessary for intended purpose.
 Minimum necessary standard does not apply to 

disclosures to:
– Patient.
– Provider for treatment.
– Per individual’s authorization.
– As required by law.

 May rely on judgment of:
– Another covered entity.
– Professional within the covered entity.
– Business associate for professional services.
– Public official for permitted disclosure.

 Must have role-based policies limiting access to 
functions.

(45 CFR 164.502 and .514)



6. BUSINESS ASSOCIATES

May disclose PHI to business associates if have 
valid business associate agreement (“BAA”).

– Business associates = entities whom you engage to 
create, access, maintain or disclosure your PHI

 Failure to execute BAA = HIPAA violation
– May subject you to HIPAA fines.
– May expose you to liability for business associate’s 

misconduct.
 BAAs must contain required terms and 

statements, e.g., 
– Identify permissible uses
– Require cooperation and notice to covered entity
– Pass limits to business associate and subcontractors

(45 CFR  164.314, 164.504(e))



HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/HIPAA/FOR-
PROFESSIONALS/COVERED-ENTITIES/SAMPLE-BUSINESS-
ASSOCIATE-AGREEMENT-PROVISIONS/INDEX.HTML
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7.  RIGHT OF ACCESS TO PHI

43

OCR “Right to 
Access” Initiative



INCREASED ENFORCEMENT:
RIGHT TO ACCESS INITIATIVE

44

Settlement Facts
$25,000 Psychiatric group failed to provide records despite requests and prior OCR 

guidance; claimed records contained psychotherapy notes
$100,000 Neurology practice failed to provide complete records despite repeated 

requests
$160,000 Hospital failed to provide complete records despite repeated requests
$38,000 HIV/AIDS clinic failed to provide records despite prior guidance from OCR
$15,000 Multi-specialty clinic failed to provide records despite requests
$3,500 Small psych practice failed to provide records despite prior OCR guidance
$10,000 Psych practice failed to provide records to personal rep despite OCR guidance
$70,000 SUD provider failed to provide personal representative with records
$85,000 Provider failed to provide records to 3rd party in format and overcharged 

despite OCR guidance
$85,000 Hospital failed to provide mother with records of unborn child despite 

repeated requests



RIGHT OF ACCESS TO PHI

 Patient or personal rep generally has right to 
inspect and obtain copy of PHI in “designated 
record set, i.e., documents used to make 
decisions concerning healthcare or payment.
Must respond within 30 days.
Must provide records in requested form if 

readily producible, including electronic form.
May require written request.
May charge reasonable cost-based fee, i.e., cost 

of actual labor and materials in making copies, 
not administrative or retrieval fee.
 Check with privacy officer or review 45 CFR 

164.524 before denying request.
(45 CFR 164.524)



WWW.HHS.GOV/HIPAA/FOR-PROFESSIONALS 
/PRIVACY/GUIDANCE/ACCESS/INDEX.HTML 



PERSONAL REPRESENTATIVES
 Under HIPAA, personal rep = patient.

– Personal rep may exercise patient rights.
 Personal rep = persons with authority under state law 

to:
– Make healthcare decisions for patient, or
– Make decisions for deceased patient’s estate.

(45 CFR 164.502(g))
 Not required to treat person as the personal rep of 

minor (i.e., do not disclose protected info to them) if:
– Minor obtains care at the direction of a court or person 

appointed by the court.
– Parent agrees that provider may have a confidential 

relationship.
– Provider determines that treating personal rep as the 

patient is not in the best interest of patient, e.g., abuse.
(45 CFR 164.502(g))



PSYCHOTHERAPY NOTES
 Must have authorization to use or disclose psych notes 

except for provider’s use of own notes for treatment 
purposes.

– “Psych notes” are notes recorded (in any medium) by a 
health care provider who is a mental health professional 
documenting or analyzing the contents of conversation 
during a private counseling session or a group, joint, or 
family counseling session and that are separated from the 
rest of the individual's medical record.

– “Psych notes” excludes medication prescription and 
monitoring, counseling session start and stop times, the 
modalities and frequencies of treatment furnished, results 
of clinical tests, and any summary of the following items: 
Diagnosis, functional status, the treatment plan, 
symptoms, prognosis, and progress to date.

 Psych authorization cannot be combined with any other 
authorization.

(45 CFR 164.508)



PATIENT REQUESTS TO SEND 
PHI TO THIRD PARTY

ePHI IN EHR OTHER PHI

Must send ePHI maintained in 
EHR to third party identified by 
patient.

Not required to send to third 
party per patient’s request.

Part of patient’s right to access, 
i.e., must respond within 30 
days.

N/A

Not limited to reasonable cost-
based fee (“patient rate”)

Not limited to reasonable cost-
based fee (“patient rate”)

On January 23, 2020, Ciox court modified OCR rules for 
disclosures per patient’s request to send PHI to third party.

(45 CFR 164.524; OCR Guide to Patient Access)



8. REPORT “BREACH” OF 
“UNSECURED” PHI
 Acquisition, access, use or disclosure of PHI in 

violation of privacy rule is presumed to be a breach 
unless the covered entity or business associate 
demonstrates that there is a low probability that the 
info has been compromised based on a risk 
assessment of the following factors:

– nature and extent of PHI involved;
– unauthorized person who used or received the 

PHI;
– whether PHI was actually acquired or viewed; 

and
– extent to which the risk to the PHI has been 

mitigated,
unless an exception applies.

(45 CFR 164.402)



BREACH NOTIFICATION

 If there is “breach” of “unsecured PHI”,
– Individuals w/in 60 days
– HHS
 >500 persons:  w/in 60 days

– Name added to “wall of shame”
 < 500 persons:  w/in 60 days after end of 

calendar year
– Local media, if breach involves > 500 persons 

in a state.
(45 CFR 164.400 et seq.)

 Failure to report breach to avoid adverse 
publicity = willful neglect
When in doubt, you’re usually better to report.



HTTPS://WWW.HHS.GOV/HIPAA/FOR-
PROFESSIONALS/BREACH-NOTIFICATION/BREACH-
REPORTING/INDEX.HTML



NOTICE TO HHS

 HHS posts list of those with breaches involving more than 500 at  
https://ocrportal.hhs.gov/ocr/breach/breach_report.jsfpersons



9.  ADMINISTRATIVE REQUIREMENTS

Designate privacy and security officers.
 Train workforce.
 Implement written policies and procedures.
Respond to complaints and violations.
Mitigate improper disclosures.
Maintain documentation for 6 years.
 Implement reasonable safeguards.

– “Incidental disclosures” do not violate HIPAA.
(45 CFR 164.530)



10. REVIEW AND UPDATE 
FORMS
Policies

 Privacy policies
– Use and disclosure
– Minimum necessary
– Business associates
– Patient rights
– Administrative 

requirements
 Security policies
 Breach notification 

policies

Forms

 Notice of privacy policies
 Business associate 

agreements
– Business associates
– Subcontractors

 Authorizations
 Designation of 

privacy/security officers
 Hybrid/affiliated entities
 Request to access
 Request to amend
 Accounting of disclosures
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ADDITIONAL RESOURCES



http://www.hhs.gov/hipaa/



HTTPS://WWW.HOLLANDHART.COM/HEALTHCARE-
SERVICES 

Free articles and 
webinars



QUESTIONS?

Kim C. Stanger
office 208-383-3913

https://www.hollandhart.com/kcstanger


